A&S Media Report
6/6/15 - 6/12/15

STATS AT A GLANCE
· 31 external media stories tracked
· 12 Cornell Chronicle/Pawprint/Erza stories
· 18 Tumblr blog entries
· 16 Tweets
· 7 Facebook posts

SELECTED STORIES

**Humanities and Arts**

*Appealing and appalling*
*The Hindu*, 6/10/15
Barry Strauss (HISTORY)

*Racism, a pool party in Texas and the Supreme Court*
*The Hill*, 6/10/15 and 1 other media outlet
Noliwe Rooks (AFRICANA)

*Pope Francis and Climate Change*
*Huffington Post*, 6/9/15
Kim Haines-Eitzen (NES)

*Solo exhibition of 11 abstract paintings by Leroy Lee opens at NanHai Art*
*Art Daily*, 6/8/15
An-yi Pan (HISTORY OF ART)

*“The Half Has Never Been Told:” Author Explains How Slavery Powered American Capitalism* (video)
*News One*, 6/4/15
Ed Baptist (HISTORY)

*Jeff Koinange Live with renown author Prof. Ngugi wa Thiong'o and Mukoma wa Ngugi part2 and Part 3*
*KTN TV Kenya*, 6/4/15
Mukoma Wa Ngugi (ENGLISH)

*Cornell professor wins prestigious Italian award*
**College of Arts and Sciences Tumblr, 6/11/15**
Barry Strauss (HISTORY)

*All in the family: Professor Mukoma Wa Ngugi and “the first family of literature”*

**College of Arts and Sciences Tumblr, 6/9/15**
Mukoma Wa Ngugi (ENGLISH)

**Cornell’s Music Department faculty are practicing what they teach**

**College of Arts and Sciences Tumblr, 6/9/15**
David Borden, David Yearsley (MUSIC)

**Cornell alumna takes home Tony Award**

**College of Arts and Sciences Tumblr, 6/8/15**
Sam Gold ’00

**Graduate student Tonia Ko composes a soaring career**

**Cornell Chronicle, 6/8/15**
Graduate student Tonia Ko, Michael Compitello, Steven Stucky, Kevin Ernst (MUSIC)

**Examining black ‘transness’ through contemporary media**

**Cornell Chronicle, 6/8/15**
C. Riley Snorton (AFRICANA)

**Sam Gold takes a bow**

**Cornell Chronicle, 6/5/15**
Sam Gold ’00 (PMA)

**Díaz, Skorton discuss reading, ‘life and work’ in Olin Lecture**

**Cornell Chronicle, 6/5/15**
Junot Díaz, MFA ’95

**Sciences and Math**

- **Giant atom smasher back in business after 2-year upgrade**
  **Rapid News Network, 6/7/15**
  Julia Thom-Levy (PHYSICS)

- **Two researchers awarded Department of Defense grants**
  **Cornell Chronicle, 6/10/15**
  William Dichtel, Jiwoong Park, Paul McEuen (CHEMISTRY, PHYSICS)

**Social Sciences**

**35 Best Psychology Programs in the U.S.**

**DatingAdvice.com, 6/9/15**
Melissa Ferguson (PSYCHOLOGY)

*‘Learned’ people easily may claim facts impossible to know*
Cornell Chronicle, 6/11/15
David Dunning, graduate student Stav Atir (PSYCHOLOGY)

Flores-Macías studies Colombian security tax on country’s elite *
Cornell Chronicle, 6/11/15
Gustavo Flores-Macías (GOVERNMENT)

Polls produced by students reveal shifting attitudes
Cornell Chronicle, 6/11/15
Peter Enns, Travis Ghirdharie ’17 (GOVERNMENT)

Talks connect faculty, youth-focused extension partners
Cornell Chronicle, 6/9/15
Anna Haskins, Steve Alvarado (SOCIOLOGY)

Alumni hear international relations predictions
Cornell Chronicle, 6/8/15
Elizabeth Sanders, Thomas Pepinsky (GOVERNMENT)

Other Stories and Multiple Departments

Maya Adventure: Thinking Big and Small
Your Life's a Trip, 6/10/15
John Henderson, Carolyn Handler Miller ’63 (ANTHROPOLOGY, ENGLISH)

Arts and Sciences clowns around
Pawprint, 6/12/15
Gretchen Ritter, Dave Taylor, Ellen Harris

The Past Is Prologue, Objects of Desire, What the Past Portends, Why History Matters *
College of Arts and Sciences Tumblr, 6/9/15
Sam Roberts ’68 (GOVERNMENT)

Along with science, Cornellians produce science fiction, too
Cornell Chronicle, 6/5/15
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